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Proccedings of the HT consumer interaction meting under the chairmanship of the Chief 

Engineer(clecty.), O&M Zone, GESCOM on dated 30.11.2022 at 11 AM at Meting Hal, 

O&M division, GESCOM, Humnabad. 

Members present: List enclosed 

At the outset the Superintending Engineer(Ele), 0&M Circle, GEScOM, Bidar welcomed the Chief 

Engineer(Electy), O&M Zone, GESCOM, Kalaburagi to chair the meting and all the officials of 
GESCOM/KPTCL and the consumers present in the meeting and the following complaintsissues 
were discussed. 

T-2 BasavaKalyan Engineering College: Sri. Premsagar Palil & Sri. V.B Bhusare representatives 

of the B.Kalyan Engineering College expressed that, the contract demand for the college is 100 kVA 
but the highest recorded demand is only 25 kVA on monthly basis and hence reduction in load is 
required. The Chief Engineer(Electy.,) informed the college representatives to get confirmed with the 

total maximum required load for college and if reduction of load is rcquired then application for the 
same to be registered at Humnabad O&M division office which will be procssed later. It was also 
discussed regarding maintenance of the LT ine and poles inside the college premises and clarified 
that, after metering point all the electrical apparatus are to be maintained by the consumer only and 

GESCOM officials are always ready for any kind of co-operation and guidance in this regard. 

Action: By M/s. Basava Kalyan Engineering College) 
2. MEKIIT02 M/s. L&T iDPL : Sri. Shivaraj representative from Mls. L&D IDPL requested for 

considering RR No. MEKHT-02 for TOD. The same was discussed and the Chief Engineer(Electy) 
instrucled A0, Humnabad to process the application on priority. 

[Aclion: By the Accounts oflice, 0&M division, Humnabad] 

3. M/s lHimalaya steel Industries: The representative of the industry informed that a GOS exists in front 

of the main gate of the industry but not in operating condition and requested to repair the same. The 

Chief Engineer(Electy) istructed AEE/Humnabad to atend the same within 3 days 
|Action: By the AEE, O&M subdivision, Ilumnobad) 

The AEE/HT Rating s/d, Bidar expressedl that, there exist 3 phase 3 wire HT metering cubicles 
which are required to be replaced with 3 phase 4 wire HHTMCs. The ACE/B.Kalyan replied that, 

BKHT-17 and BKHT-15 both HT installalions pertaining to govemment depurtments are existing with 
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with 3 phuse3 wire HTMC and are under disconncction and the consumers are paying fixed charoe. 

monthly and hence the cxisting HTMC will be replaced while re-connecting power supply. 
The Chicf Engineer(Electy) instructed all the sub divisional oficers to ensure bills of all HT 

installaions are gencrated through ONLINE system only and billed copy is to be sent to all HT 
consumers before 5" of cvery month. Also all the officials of GESCOM and KPTCL to ensure 

minimum intcmuptions on the Industrial feeders. 

The meting was concluded with vote of thanks by EEE/Humnabad. 

ty 
Chief Engineer(Eleety 
0&M Zone, GESCOM, 

Kalaburagi 
Camp at Humnabad] 

Copy to, 
1. The Superintending Engineer(Ele), 0&M Circle, GESCOM, Bidar 
2. The Executive Engineer(Ele), 220 kV RS, KPTCL, Humnabad 
3. The Executive Engineer(Ele), C&M division, GESCOM, Bidar 
4. The Asst. Executive Engineer(Ele), 0&M sub division, GESCOM, B.Kalyana/Humnabad/M'khelli 
5. All the Nodal oficers of KPTCL and GESCOM of Humnabad 0&M divisional jurisdiction 6. The respective HT consumers 
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